# Summer Math Log

**Norwood Public Schools 2016**

**NAME:**

**PARENT SIGNATURE:**

**SCHOOL:**

**ENTERING GRADE:** 1 2 3 4 5 6 (circle one)

**Suggested GOAL:** Twenty five 10-minute sessions! My GOAL is: __________ 10 minute sessions.

**Color in one SUN for every 10 minutes you practice your fact fluency during JUNE!**

**Color in one SAILBOAT for every 10 minutes you practice your fact fluency during JULY!**

**Color in one BEACH PAIL for every 10 minutes and one SHOVEL for every 5 minutes you practice your fact fluency during AUGUST!**

Return this SUMMER MATH LOG to your new teacher on Sept. 2 or 3, 2016. If you have questions, please email Jill Milton, Elementary Mathematics Coordinator at SUMMERMATH@NORWOOD.K12.MA.US